Seattle’s Pioneer Square neighborhood has the highest rate of reported bicycle theft and pickpocketing/purse-snatching in the city.

On Thursday, several of those family members joined a march and speeches marking the delivery of petitions to City Hall, which would make it a crime to provocateur laws.

For years, debate has stalled over limiting when police can use deadly force. Washington’s law, which is considered one of the most restrictive in the country, is under review by the state Supreme Court.
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No one is immune from being the victim of a property crime in Seattle — even the city’s top cop charged with fighting those crimes.

The rate of property crimes varies widely among Seattle neighborhoods, with the highest overall rate in South Lake Union.

No.1 of the more than 3,100 counties in the U.S. has become a less-dynamic and fluid American workforce that reflects both an aging society and a growing workforce of people over 65. The aging of the baby boomers is an indicator of a less-mobility and lower levels of job growth, the share of Americans moving.
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